ART. 58]
HETEROGENEOUS CYLINDERS.
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The line density is p?r (r2 — a2) where a is the radius of the inner boundary of the attracting cylinder and p the density. The attraction is by Art. 14
2777) (r2 - a2)/r.
58. Heterogeneous cylinder. An indefinitely thin layer of attracting matter Ts placed on an infinitely long cylinder of radius a, so that the surface density m is uniform along any generating line but varies from one generating line to another. It is required to find the potential at any $>oint P.                                                  "* *
'We replace the cylinder "by a fine ring, of line density m' = 2m, which occupies the cross section through P, the law of attraction of the ring being the inverse distance, Art. 14.
Let the plane of the circle be that of xy, the centre 0 being the origin. Let the polar coordinates of P be r, 0. Let QQ' be an element of the ring, the angle xOQ being q; let q - <f> = \p.
The line density m' at Q is some given function of g, this we expand (using Fourier's rule if necessary) in a series of the form
m' = S(4u cos nq + Bnsiunq)..............................(1),
where 2 implies summation for integral values of n from n = Q to oo. We write this in the form
m'=2(EnQosnil/ + Fnsuin\p)..............................(2),
where           En=An cos n$ + Bn sin ?i0,    Fn = - An sin n<£ 4- Bn cos n<j>.
The element of mass at Q being m'ad\}/, and the distance PQ being u, the potential at P of the whole circle is
V— — ^adtymf log u + C= - •J $ad\f/m' log (a- — %ar cos ^ + r2) -f (7, where the limits are ^=0 to 2?r and Q is a constant.
By writing 2 cos ^=£+1/£ where £ is an imaginary exponential we have log (1 - 2/i cos ^ + A2) = log (1 - 7;Q + log (1 - hlQ
= -2 {/jcos ^+£/i2cos 2\j/ + *7tycos 3^ + <fec.}. This series is convergent when 7i is less than unity.
To obtain a convergent series for V, we expand the logarithm in powers of r/a or a/r according as P is inside or outside the circle. We therefore write the potential in the forms
according as P is inside or outside the circle.
Suppose first that m'=zJ£nGosn\//. Then by remembering that Jcosn^cos?H^rty = 0 or TT according as m and n are unequal or equal, the limits being 0 and 2trt we
easily find that V=En~ (L\ +C or A'n~ (~V+0 according as P ia inside or outside, except when w = 0.
Next suppose that w' = J^sin?n/>, then since Jcos'/i^siuwi^ty-O, the limits being 0 and 2?r, we find by the same reasoning that the potential at P is constant, whether P is inside or outside.
When 71 = 0, we have m' = EQ and the potentials take the form - K^ra loga- + Cr, or - E07ralogr2+ C, according as the point P is inside or outside.
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